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 Wood Finish Samples

Providing Quality
Solutions Through

Experience

All KSI wood finishes are formulated and mixed exclusively by us to enhance the 
natural beauty of each individual wood specie.  Wood samples are prepared on 
carefully selected A-1 veneers and photographed using the latest digital photo 
processing technology.   Since wood is a natural product,  variations will 
naturally occur in veneer, texture, grain and color of each piece of wood.  
Finished pieces will vary in tone, sheen, grain, porosity, or character from the 
sample images shown on this page.  Your color monitor and/or printer may also 
affect the color balance of these images.  

KSI will 
supply you with physical wood samples upon request.  

We also offer the option of custom coloring matching of all wood species to your 
existing environment.  KSI requires a physical wood sample for this option.

Due to these variations, no guarantee 
can be made of an exact match.  

For a better representation of the color and wood you have chosen, 

Clear Natural Maple Medium Red OakClear Natural Red Oak Dark Red Oak

Clear Natural Cherry Medium Cherry Burnt Cherry Dark Cherry

Clear Natural Mahogany Dark Mahogany Clear Natural Walnut Red Walnut

Dark Walnut
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Laminate Finish Samples
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KSI work surfaces come standard with
Wilsonart Graphite Nebula  

SI Presentation Furniture may be Kordered finished in a high pressure 
laminate.  Hundreds of choices are 
available including those from the 
manufactures shown here. 

You can select solid color, patterns or 
real metals either singularly or in 
combination. We are here to help 
should you need assistance in making 
your selection. After making your 
laminate choices, please contact us so 
we can check compatibility and provide 
a price and delivery quote.

KSI Congressional Lectern
Finished in Formica Almond Fusion
and Black laminate

KSI Congressional Lectern
Finished in Wilsonart Bronze
and Formica Horizontal Ribbed
Aluminum

KSI ESL-32 Lectern
Finished in Formica Chili Fiber
and Wilsonart Graphite Nebula

KSI Pedestal 5
Finished in Formica Brushed Aluminum
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